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research of Barua, 2012, in Jharkhand the e-Governance
system is depending on the three pillars of SWAN, SDC,
and CSC. These three projects had taken the responsibility
to make the state government services easier, smoother and
time saving.

Abstract -The purpose of this study is to investigate the current
status of e-transactions time series growth rate in the state of
Jharkhand from January 2013 to 20th May, 2018 to
understand the citizen adoption pattern of various egovernment services. Government spends lots of money in
developing and implementing e-services, but despite spending
huge money the adoption rate is low. This study will analyze
the adoption rate by using time series models and find the
adoption pattern to improve the future adoption rate of eservices. Besides this, the paper will help us to understand
whether current e-transaction methods are user friendly or
not. Therefore, identify the best model to evaluate the growth
rate of e-transactions in the context of government electronic
transactions. In this regard, various existing time series models
have been evaluated to obtain the result of this study. The
paper draws-up the emergent model derived from the analysis.
Finally, a framework is suggested to select Brown's
Exponential Smoothing Model as an ideal model for evaluating
the growth rate of government e-transaction for the state of
Jharkhand. This will help government to recommend and
strategize better e-services plan for the state. This research can
be used in policy making, strategizing and finding the key to
user acceptance of innovation in technology in government
electronic transaction with the help of Brown's Exponential
Smoothing as it can reduce the impacts of seasonal factors.
Keywords: Government e-services, e-transaction, time series,
exponential smoothing, Brown's model, Brown's double
exponential smoothing, growth rate, diffusion, e-Governance

In North America, almost 90% of online retail transactions
were made with this payment type (Ndou, 2004). However,
the use of credit card or any other smartcard needs security
measures to overcome the threat of hacking. The countries
like China, India has some problems to overcome in regard
to security (Ndou, 2004).
The research will allow analyzing the effectiveness of
existing time series models for defining the growth rate of
government e-transactions and discuss the limitations of the
existing models and theories to understand and analyze the
issues related to the acceptance of government e-transaction
in the State of Jharkhand. Therefore, the objectives of the
research are:
1. To understand the adaption pattern of e-Governance
services in the State of Jharkhand in India
2. To propose a model for analyzing the growth pattern of
government e-transactions in the state of Jharkhand
3. To evaluate the future potentiality of these government eTransactions in the State of Jharkhand in India

I. INTRODUCTION

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Jharkhand Government has implemented various eGovernment projects to make the government services
easier, speedier and more approachable for people. It can
happen a little late or it can be said that the state has
understood the advantages of implementing the new service
procedures little later than the other states, however,
Jharkhand has attained a good review on the projects of
their e-Governance department. The Government of India
has launched the new system through which the government
can serve the citizens individually (Barua, 2012).The main
motto of this new implementation was to shift the focus to
the citizens' requirements as well as to develop the
government portals from the point of view of the citizens in
the country. Like other states Jharkhand has also
implemented these e-Governance services in their state.
JAP-IT is the Nodal Agency for implementing the eGovernance activities in Jharkhand and it delivers more
than 100 citizen-centric services in the state. As per the

Usually, the literature review section is related to analysis
various previous theories and models for giving evidence of
the research topic. Although there are a number of
researches on e-commerce or banking, however, there are
no such researches on governments, e-Transactions.
Therefore, Time Series, Brown's Exponential Smoothing
Models and many existing applications regarding this has
been evaluated and then a model is suggested in order to
suggest the best model suited for understanding the growth
rate of Jharkhand's e-transactions.
As the number of researches on government's e-transaction
is very low, therefore, the study has evaluated the data
gained from a few pieces of research on developing
countries e-Governance policies. In the developing
countries like China, India, e-Governance has not yet
reached the masses (Ndou, 2004).According to "ComputerBased Forecasting In Managing Risks Associated With
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time experiences from one or the other kind of random
variation. There are different measures which are used for
wiping out the impact of random variation in data. Random
variation makes it difficult to predict the model fitting the
data and also generates inconsistency during forecasting and
predictive modeling. Smoothing is primarily utilized to help
forecast trends. Two most popular smoothing techniques
used are Moving Averages and Exponential Smoothing.

Electronic Banking In Nigeria" paper, the results showed an
easier and better way of analyzing and managing electronic
banking risks in Nigeria reducing the risk factors of
electronic banking. According to the study of " Evaluating
The Developmental Impact of e-Governance Initiatives: An
Exploratory Framework", the impact of two new
implementations of FRIENDS and AKSHAYA egovernance projects in the southern state of Kerala has been
evaluated. Like many other developing countries, India has
taken great steps in implementing e-governance applications
in recent years.

3. Brown’s Model for Exponential Smoothing
The brown's model is appropriate for series in which there
are a linear trend and no seasonality (Brown and Meyer,
1961). Brown's model is, therefore, a special case of Holt's
model. Brown's exponential smoothing is most similar to an
ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Averages)
model with zero orders of auto regression, two orders of
differencing, and two orders of moving average, with the
coefficient for the second order of moving average equal to
the square of one-half of the coefficient for the first order,
which uses two different smoothed series that are centered
at different points in time. The Brown's model for
exponential smoothing is also known as Double Exponential
Smoothing method. The forecasting formula is based on an
extrapolation of a line through the two centers. Brown's
forecasting method is similar to Simple Exponential
Smoothing, except that the smoothing constant in Double
Exponential Smoothing is derived by "re-smoothing" the
single smoothed constant from Single Exponential
Smoothing model. Exponential smoothing must be updated
each period - level and trend.

In the paper named, "Citizen-centric e-government
performance: satisfaction with e-information", the citizencentric government systems of China has been discussed to
evaluate the reaction of people of that country. It shows that
the people of the country were very happy and helpful to
use the e-information and e-Governance services (Chen and
Zhang, 2012). The paper " Responding to information needs
of the citizens through e-government portals and online
services in India " has focused on National Portal of India,
which provides single window access to 601 e-government
portals and websites in India and evaluated digitization of
documents, acts, rules and schemes of central and state
government departments and their availability and
accessibility through government portals. In Nigeria, the
risks and challenges faced in the electronic banking system
have been discussed in " Computer-Based Forecasting In
Managing Risks Associated With Electronic Banking In
Nigeria " by Onu, (2017). Hirwade, (2010) has researched
about the existing government portals in India and evaluated
the advantages as well as disadvantages of these. The study
has revealed that the delivery of online services through
government portals is an evolutionary phenomenon, and
requires a change in the mindset of one and all e citizens,
executives and the government in a developing country like
India. With the support of the Internet, government
processes can be made efficient, effective, and citizenfriendly.

B. Characteristics of Brown’s model
Brown model should be used when the time series data has
a trend but no seasonality. The latter occurs when the data
exhibits rise and fall that are not for a fixed period. These
fluctuations are usually due to economic conditions and are
often related to the "business cycle." The period of time
generally extends beyond a single year and the fluctuations
are usually of at least two years. For detecting seasonality in
absolute terms, that is whether seasonality is present or
absent, even a detailed data observation can give results.
The presence of seasonality can be confirmed by the
presence of continuous spikes in various series plots like run
sequence plot, seasonal subseries plot, multiple box plots
and autocorrelation plot. Since the brown model is more
suited for non-seasonal data, the fitting parameters are
restricted to level and trend. However, the indices are
defined for all the three parameters. At any given time, the
level index gives an estimate of the local mean, or "level" of
the data-generating process (DGP), at this time. The trend
index gives an estimate of the trend at this time, and the
seasonality index calculates approximately the digression
from the local mean due to seasonality. Brown model make
use of a level component and a trend component at every
period. It uses two weights or smoothing parameters, to
update the components at each period.

A. Theories
1. Time Series
A time series is a grouping of observations which are
requested in time. A model of the arrangement that clarified
the past qualities may likewise anticipate whether and how
much the next couple of qualities will increment or decline
and this is the foremost purpose of this Time Series as it
examines and analyses the future figure estimations of the
arrangement. Time series analysis can be performed over
both columns based and multidimensional data.
2. Exponential Smoothing
In 1950's the definition of exponential smoothing
forecasting techniques has become known from the first
work of Brown (1959, 1962) and Holt (1960) who were
working on constructing deterministic models for stock
control frameworks. Every sample of data collected over
AJCST Vol.7 No.2 July-September 2018
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In his original paper in 1961(Brown & Meyer, 1961), R.G
brown asserted that given a time series {Xt} with
observations at equally spaced intervals, the first N+1
degrees of exponential smoothing can be combined, using
the binomial coefficients, to give an estimate of the values
of the coefficients of an Nth degree polynomial model of
the observations to date, evaluated at the time of the most
recent observation. Brown also states that if the sample
interval is short, there will be a large annual cost of doing
the computations. Also if the sampling interval is too large,
then a change in the data pattern will not be reflected
quickly in the computations. Hence a medium-sized sample
is most suited for Brown's model. Brown's selection of the
sample interval also takes into consideration a) the cost of
the data processing b) the cost of being late in recognizing a
change c) the probability distribution of changes, by
magnitude and time. Garcia (García et al., 2016) compares
three different methods for multi-step forecasting of
chlorine decay including the Brown's method, in an attempt
to diagnose the quality sensors in the Barcelona drinking
water network. In this study, the brown model is found to be
performing relatively better in estimating the PH of the
water, which is an important determinant of remaining
useful life (RUL) of a water body. The absence of
seasonality in the data for water bodies is an important
reason why Brown model performs significantly better than
the other models. Hansun (Hansun and Subanar, 2016)
introduces a new approach to Brown's Double Exponential
Smoothing in time series analysis. The new approach
combines the calculation of weighting factor in Weighted
Moving Average and implements the results with Brown's
Double Exponential Smoothing method. The proposed
method is tested on Jakarta Stock Exchange (JKSE)
composite index, for which the data has a trend but is
devoid of seasonality. Kumari (Kumari et al., 2014)
compares the forecasting ability of different statistical
models for the productivity of rice in India. Brown's method
uses only one smoothing constant and that the estimated
trend values are very sensitive to random influences.
Saputra (Saputra, 2016) uses Brown's and Holt's Double
Exponential Smoothing for predicting Indonesian Crude Oil
Price (ICP). Asadi (Al-Asadi et al., 2017) attempts the
forecasting of the number of brick production using the
exponential smoothing holt-winter method which is similar
to the Brown model except for the fact that the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) is relatively smaller compared to the
Brown model. Fomby (Fomby, 2008) states that exponential
smoothing methods suffer from not having an objective
statistical identification and diagnostic system for
evaluating the goodness of competing exponential
smoothing models.

and predictable patterns in the levels of a time series (Nazim
and Afthanorhan, 2014). Therefore, it is a very important
factor that can impact the e-transaction applications. In
order to get this seasonality effect properly Brown's Model
for Exponential Smoothing is accepted in this case as the
only model that can identify the seasonality prediction.

C. Importance of Seasonality Prediction

B. SPSS Time Series Model details

In time series data, Seasonality is the presence of variations
that occur at specific regular intervals less than a year, such
as weekly, monthly, or quarterly. Seasonality may be caused
by various factors, such as weather, vacation, and holidays
and consists of periodic, repetitive, and generally regular

Normalized BIC - Normalized Bayesian Information
Criterion. A general measure of the overall fit of a model
that attempts to account for model complexity.

III. METHODOLOGY
In order to conduct this research, the complete view of what
are the factors related to e-transactions, a literature review
of selected papers has discussed. Brown's model, Brown’s
double exponential smoothing. The literature review used a
meta-analysis approach so as to understand the ways of
evaluating the rate of e-transaction in the systems of online
payment or transactions. The previous studies have helped
in this analysis process to identify the appropriate model
that can give a smooth and fast way to calculate the etransaction rate. The articles published in the journals were
coded for capturing the publication year, keywords, topics,
concepts, variables, theories and models and methodologies
used. The keywords were taken as is given by the authors
and also captured from the main text of the articles since the
details of the concepts, variables, frameworks; theories
explain the research in totality. This way valuable detail of
each paper was captured. Those that were not found suitable
for the context of this study were rejected. For surveys, they
have used online questionnaires, postal questionnaires and
telephonic surveys.
The data has been acquired from the portal e-Taal, which is
a portal developed by India's National Informatics Centre to
measure the impact of various e-governance initiatives at
national and state levels. e-Taal provides a real-time view
of e-transactions taking place under various e-Governance
applications implemented by Government, on the basis of
transaction count shared by them in an automated manner
using Web Services technology. Real time utilization status
and consolidated e-Transaction statistics of e-Governance
Projects across India can be viewed on e-Taal. etransactions data for the state of Jharkhand has been
downloaded from e-Taal for this study.
IV. FINDING AND ANALYSIS
A. Data description and results
The e-transaction data for the State of Jharkhand
downloaded from e-Taal from 1st January 2013 to 20th May
2018. The downloaded data was aligned and defined as time
series daily data in SPSS. This data is daily and consists of
1977 data points from 1/01/2013 to 20/05/2018
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TABLE I MODEL SUMMARY RESULT OF SPSS

Fit Statistic

Mean

SE

Minimum

Maximum

Percentile

Stationary R-squared

.832

.

.832

.832

.832

R-squared

.013

.

.013

.013

.013

RMSE

106008.506

.

106008.506

106008.506

106008.506

MAPE

109.411

.

109.411

109.411

109.411

MaxAPE

2415.087

.

2415.087

2415.087

2415.087

MAE
MaxAE
Normalized BIC

25270.637

.

25270.637

25270.637

25270.637

2663668.131

.

2663668.131

2663668.131

2663668.131

23.146

.

23.146

23.146

23.146

MAE - This is one of the measurement processes for
forecasting time series, where the average magnitude of the
errors in a set of predictions, without considering their
direction.
MAPE - Mean Absolute Percentage Error is used to measure
prediction accuracy of forecasting method in statistics. It
uses percentage as the medium of expressing accuracy.
MaxAe - Maximum Absolute Error. The largest forecasted
error expressed in the same units as the dependent series.

R-squared: It is the proportion of variation in the dependent
variable explained by the regression model. It ranges in
value from 0 to 1.
Stationary R-squared: A measure that compares the
stationary part of the model to a simple mean model.
Positive values mean that the model under consideration is
better than the baseline model.
RMSE: Root Mean Squared Error measures the average
magnitude of errors in a quadratic scoring rule.

TABLE II MODEL STATISTICS

Model Statistics
Model

Number of Predictors

Jharkhand-Model_1

0

Model Fit statistics
Stationary R-squared

Statistics

DF

Sig.

.832

7.048

17

.983

fitting by introducing the penalty term d * log(N), which
grows with the number of parameters. This permits filtering
out of pointlessly complex models, which have too many
parameters to be anticipated accurately on a given data set
of size N. We can use the combination of these 2 parameters
for selecting the best model for our data. The statistical
software that we use for calculating these 2 values for
different pre-defined models is IBM SPSS. IBM SPSS
includes Simple, Simple Seasonal, Holt's Linear Trend,
Brown's Linear Trend, Damped Trend, Winters' Additive,
and Winters' Multiplicative in the Time-Series modeling
procedure within its Statistics and Modeler statistical
packages. The expert modeler function of IBM SPSS works
in a similar manner, that is, it compares the MAPE and BIC
values for determining the best model for a dataset. We will
now have a look at the different models and the MAPE and
BIC values for each of them for selection of the best model
through comparative analysis.

Next, we have a look at the model statistics obtained from
SPSS. Looking at the Ljung-Box Q test, we find that the
value of Q statistic for the test comes out to be 7.048
corresponding to 17 degrees of freedom. However, the test
is found to be significant only at level 0.983 which leads to
the conclusion that the data is not independently distributed
and it exhibits serial correlation.
C. Selection of Best Time Series model on the basis of
MAPE and BIC values
We can also have a look at the Mean Absolute Percentage
Error and Bayesian Information Criterion statistics to
determine the best fitting model for our data and for
estimation purposes. Since the mean absolute percentage
error is a measure of deviation, it is perfect as a measure of
prediction accuracy of a forecasting method in statistics, for
example in trend estimation. On the other hand, Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) is a model selection tool. If a
model is estimated on a particular data set (training set),
BIC score gives an estimate of the model performance on a
new, fresh data set (testing set). BIC is given by the
formula:

Brown's linear trend- This model is appropriate for series in
which there is a linear trend and no seasonality. Its
smoothing parameters are level and trend, which are
assumed to be equal. Brown's model is therefore a special
case of Holt's model. A mathematically equivalent form of
Brown's linear exponential smoothing model, which
emphasizes its non-stationary character, is the following:

BIC = -2 * log likelihood + d * log(N),
where N is the sample size of the training set and d is the
total number of parameters. The lower BIC score signals a
better model. BIC attempts to mitigate the risk of overAJCST Vol.7 No.2 July-September 2018

Ljung-Box Q(18)

Y(hat)t – Yt-1 = Yt-1 – Yt-2 – 2(1- )et-1 + ((1- )^2)et-2
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TABLE III MODEL DESCRIPTIONS

Model
Name

Simple Exponential Smoothing

Holt's Linear Trend

Brown's Linear Trend

Damped Trend

Fit
RMaxAP
RMaxAP
RMaxAP
RMaxAP
S. R- Sq
RMSE MAPE
MAE MaxAe N. BIC S. R- Sq
RMSE MAPE
MAE MaxAe N. BIC S. R- Sq
RMSE MAPE
MAE MaxAe N. BIC S. R- Sq
RMSE MAPE
MAE MaxAe N. BIC
Statistic
squared
e
squared
e
squared
e
squared
e

0.016 0.016 105853 121.96 2873.27 26979.6 2644332 23.147 0.687 -0.844 145057 104.004 21112.3 30952.4 2676794 23.785 0.832 0.013 105991 109.796 2409.46 25308.1 2663799 23.146 0.5

0.017 105914 111.4 2626.37 26121.3 2649594 23.16

Minimum 0.016 0.016 105853 121.96 2873.27 26979.6 2644332 23.147 0.687 -0.844 145057 104.004 21112.3 30952.4 2676794 23.785 0.832 0.013 105991 109.796 2409.46 25308.1 2663799 23.146 0.5

0.017 105914 111.4 2626.37 26121.3 2649594 23.16

Maximu
0.016 0.016 105853 121.96 2873.27 26979.6 2644332 23.147 0.687 -0.844 145057 104.004 21112.3 30952.4 2676794 23.785 0.832 0.013 105991 109.796 2409.46 25308.1 2663799 23.146 0.5
m

0.017 105914 111.4 2626.37 26121.3 2649594 23.16

Mean

TABLE IV COMPARISON RESULT OF DIFFERENT MODELS

Model Name

MAPE

BIC

Stationary
R Squared

RMSE

R Squared

Mean Absolute
Error

Simple Exponential
Smoothing
Holt's Linear

121.96

23.147

0.016

105853.3

0.016

26979.63

104.004

23.785

0.687

145057.4

-0.844

30952.42

Brown's Linear

109.796

23.146

0.832

105990.7

0.013

25308.09

Damped Trend

111.4

23.16

0.5

105913.8

0.017

26121.3

best fitting model and can be used to obtain relatively more
accurate forecast results for the given data.

Hence Brown Model is a good representation of the data set
of the state of Jharkhand and is the best fitting model for
forecasting through our data. Besides this, the value of
MEA is also lowest for Brown model according to the
analysis. Therefore, Brown model stands out to be the
suitable forecasting model for Jharkhand.

The diagram below shows the forecast result for e
transactions data in Jharkhand, using Brown’s model. As we
can see in the diagram, the estimate obtained is linear, and
indicates that the estimated number of e transactions would
rise as the time period increases to 2177.

D. Limitation of this Study
The study has been conducted with the data downloaded
from the e-TAAL, which provides a real-time view of etransactions taking place under various e-Governance
applications implemented by Government, on the basis of
transaction count shared by them in an automated manner
using Web Services technology. As such e-transaction data
of only applications connected to the e-Taal portal has been
captured & analyzed in the study. Any e-Governance
application/s of Jharkhand Government, not integrated to
the e-Taal portal has not been captured and analyzed in this
study, due to non-availability of the e-transactions data of
such projects at a central level

Fig. 1 forecast result for e transactions data in Jharkhand, using Brown’s
model

The future implications of this prediction are that the e
transactions, in their present format, will continue to
increase linearly. However, if we can come up with better
ideas, designs and implementations for such e services in
future, we can expect an exponential increase in the
estimates for the same. Also if we are able to obtain the data
for user base expectations and feedback regarding previous
e services, we would be able to foster better development
strategies and combine the data for user base with services
analysis to come up with better quality of e services.

V.CONCLUSION
To solidify the result obtained through theoretical analysis,
we apply Time Series Modeler to the data sample in SPSS.
Once again, the best fitting model is found to be Brown’s
model, hence reaffirming the result of our analysis. This
study proves that any data with the presence of trend and the
absence of seasonality can be analyzed through Brown’s
exponential smoothing since Brown model is usually the
85
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